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Chinese literature

The list was sent to the Standing Committee of the IFLA Cataloguing Section for approval at the end of December 2009 (23-12-2009). Comments were to be sent before January 31, 2010. Comments received were examined by Nadine Boddaert and discussed with Ben Gu outside the ISBG Review Group meeting in Frankfurt in February. Ben Gu made most of the changes and additions arising from the comments, but two works remain problematic: Australia and France asked for their addition because they are parts of a cycle included in the list, but Ben Gu omitted them as they are attributed to an author according to the Chinese tradition. Finally, it was decided to add them with the mention of the supposed author; however, Ben Gu was too busy during the last few months to revise and finalize the list. The index will need to be completely revised in order to take into account the changes made to the list and the addition of the non-aggregated form of names as variant.
Our goal is to have the list ready for publishing before the end of 2010.

African literature

No work was done on this list this year.

Byzantine literature

Nadine Boddaert worked on the draft during this year, but the list is not yet ready for circulating for comments.